### COW WORK SCORING GUIDELINES

#### 75 & higher
- Total Control, Excellent Form & position on animal, high degree of difficulty, excellent eye appeal

#### 73-74
- Good form & position on animal, good control of animal, high degree of difficulty with good eye appeal

#### 71-72
- A credit earning run with correct form and position, better than average control of animal with some degree of difficulty and eye appeal

#### 70 - 69
- Loss of control, animal out of position. Average degree of difficulty and eye appeal. Good work with a major penalty (3 or 5) or average work with 1 point penalties.

#### 68 - 66
- Slight loss of form or position on animal. Average degree of difficulty and eye appeal. Good work with a major penalty (3 or 5) or average work with 1 point penalties.

#### 66 - 65
- Trouble controlling animal and/or rider/horse is out of position. Loss of eye appeal

#### 65 & below
- Incurs major penalties, loss of control and position. Total lack of credit

---

### Judge’s Signature:________________________